Ordered Chaos at Norwegian Prototypes

ALEX HELLUM

Thomas Jenkins and Alex Hellum have collaborated to create the
Orb&Cup, a new product presented at Norwegian Prototypes 2010.
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Orb&Cup by Jenkins and Hellum
The Orb&Cup is a two-piece product, the two separate parts of the
design were created by Alex and Thomas individually. Each designer knew the practical nature of the others design, however the
aesthetic of each others work was kept a secret until the designs
were finished. The Cup by Thomas is based on the idea of a
traditional Norwegian wooden cup, whilst the Orb by Alex is a
container for transporting a piece of fruit, a snack, a tea bag, etc.
The Orb&Cup are held together with an industrial elastic band.
Together, they have created a kind of lunch pack, ideal for
picnics, walking in the park or even for taking to work.
Ordered Chaos Project
Thomas and Alex have something peculiar in common. Thomas is
an English designer based in Norway and Alex is a Norwegian
designer based in England. After a few meetings, they decided to
come up with a collaborative project that bridges the boundaries
between the two countries.
The project is called Ordered Chaos and is borne out of the idea
that most homes lives are constantly fluctuating. We often live in
environments where objects are replaced and bought as and when
they break, are worn out, or just need an upgrade. The overall home
aesthetic then becomes a kind of ordered chaos, where ultimately
things only relate to each other through their function. You may
well break a cup from a charming six-piece set, but you are unlikely
to throw out the other five cups. Over time, our homes often
become more aesthetically chaotic than ordered, therein lies an
idea that particularly appeals to both Thomas and Alex. Ordered
Chaos is a collaboration that aims to create products that can
enhance our daily lives through their pure and simple functionality.
Norwegian Prototypes 2010
Following on from last year’s success, Norwegian Prototypes returns
with a larger group of young and established Norwegian designers.
This year’s exhibition will showcase fresh and unseen prototypes
from 14 Norwegian designers. Each of the seven participants from
last year were asked to invite one of their favourite Norwegian
designers to be a part of this years show.
Exhibitors: Alex Hellum, Amy Hunting, Andreas Engesvik,
Daniel Rybakken, Frost Produkt, Hallgeir Homstevdt, Kim Thome,
Linn Tale Haugen, Oscar Narud, Peter Opsvik, Sara Polmar,
StokkeAustad, Terje Lindahl and Thomas Jenkins.
www.norwegianprototypes.com
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For further information, sales enquiries, image requests or
product loans please contact us.
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